The raw material is harvested from a water
lagoon, and it needs to be processed in order
to become a useable product.

Ag lime Processing
Over the last several years,
Valley Ag Supply has
successfully obtained an
effective and efficient way
to process and handle ag
lime.
This process ensures that
our growers are able to
receive an economically
useable product that can
be accurately applied to
their fields.
--------------------------------The photos (right) depict
the ag lime as Valley Ag
Supply receives it and the
finished product (after
processing) which is ready
for shipment to the
producer.

The finished product is a much finer
dryer product. It is piled and then ready
for shipment to producer’s field.

Application Equipment
Valley Ag Supply owns and
operates two variable rate
application floaters. These
floaters are specifically
calibrated to spread
powdered fertilizer
products such as ag lime.
--------------------------------The photos (right) show
the two machines Valley
Ag Supply uses to spread
the product
The two maps (below)
depict images of the same
field.
The map on the left, is a
soil sample grid map. It
shows the different pH
levels in the field.
The map on the right is an
ag lime recommendation
map. It shows the areas in
the field that need ag lime
and at what rate. You can
see a large portion of the
field calls for no ag lime to
be spread.

Ag Lime Results
These two maps (right) depict
the soil pH of the same field. The
one on the top is a grid sample of
the field before ag lime was
applied. The one on the bottom is
the same field when it was
resampled 5 years later and
after ag lime was applied. As you
can see by looking at the same
sample points in each map that
the ag lime was able to correct
the low pH issue in the field.

Our ag lime works well because
of its fineness and because of our
process to dry it to the proper
moisture. This allows for an
accurate application of the
products that can react with
more points in the soil to allow it
to correct the pH issue in the
field.

Note: Applying the correct
amount of ag lime is critical
because it can over correct the
pH in the soil. The map on the
bottoms shows that points in the
field were slightly over corrected.
Our equations have been
adjusted since then to ensure
that we apply the correct
amount of ag lime to each field.

